Isidore Newman School Continuity of Learning Plan

For Green Trees Faculty

An essential priority of the Continuity of Learning Plan is to continue to maintain strong relationships and high expectations among families and faculty. In the case of a campus closure, Newman teaching and learning will continue through a blended model of synchronous and asynchronous engagements to ensure . . .

- Continuity of Learning
- Sense of Safety & Belonging
- Student Well-Being

Continuity of Learning Plan Expectations:

Teachers will ...
- Utilize the Green Trees Weebly Blog to share thoughts on pedagogy, age-appropriate expectations, schedule options, learning opportunities, activities, resources and ideas for engaging Green Trees children and supporting their continued growth.
- Support parents’ efforts as they utilize the provided resources to engage their children in meaningful and intentional work.
- Respond to email communication within 24 hours.
- Participate in regularly scheduled meetings (e.g. team meetings, documentation meetings, student support meetings and GT faculty meetings).
- Read and follow through on necessary items in The Green Trees Branch
- Reach out to the Director with any questions, concerns or updates

Arts Mentors and Instructional Coach will ...
- Utilize the Green Trees Weebly Blog to share thoughts on pedagogy, age-appropriate expectations, schedule options, learning opportunities, activities, resources and ideas for engaging Green Trees children and supporting their continued growth.
- Offer resources to teachers, students, and families.
- Participate in regularly scheduled meetings (e.g. team meetings, documentation meetings, student support meetings and GT faculty meetings).
- Be available for individual student needs as appropriate (instructional coach).
- Read and follow through on necessary items in The Green Trees Branch
- Reach out to the Director with any questions, concerns or updates

Administrators will ...
- Provide oversight, support, and accountability for the continuity of learning plan
- Work collaboratively with teachers, students and parents to address complex issues that inevitably will arise

Essential Agreements:
1. Flexibility is key.
2. Keep Core Values in mind.
3. Use the Green Trees Weebly Blog as the “command center.”
4. Use Email for individual communication and respond within 24 hours.